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P routy and colleagues1 aptly describe the complexities
faced by healthcare professionals when communicating

with patients and colleagues about cancer care. The
providers identified communication barriers at three levels:
patient, provider and healthcare system. They recommended
specific strategies to individualize and facilitate team-
focused communication within healthcare systems.
Healthcare professionals ideally pace the delivery of
information so patients can absorb information and ask
questions that are relevant to them. Patients and families
value timely information that is clear, accurate and
sufficiently detailed2. A recent Institute of Medicine
(IOM) report3 presented an adapted cancer care continuum
that could be useful to frame communication germane to the
patient’s immediate clinical situation. Information and its
delivery should be tailored to the clinical context of a patient’s
cancer experience along the continuum of receiving a new
diagnosis, news of a recurrence, managing symptoms, being a
survivor or facing issues of end-of-life care. Providers’
identified challenges of balancing hope and reality1 without
referring to the effect clinical context has on such communi-
cation. Additional research would help depict both common
and changing informational needs of patients as they progress
along the cancer care continuum. Such knowledge would
facilitate professionals taking a proactive approach by
engaging patients in open conversations to screen for typical
phase-specific concerns and then tailor information tomeet the
patient’s specific needs and clinical situation.

The IOM report3 described an aging population and its
effect on future cancer care. This trend means older patients
are likely to experience cancer as one of multiple diagnoses
requiring greater coordination of care4. One study reported
cancer survivors being followed by primary care physicians
were more likely to have multiple comorbidities than those

followed by subspecialists5. Interestingly, providers in this
study did not identify the patient’s age or comorbidities per
se as factors affecting cancer communication1. And yet,
their examples of information gaps between primary care
physicians and oncologists highlight problems in coordi-
nating care for this population. In summary, ideal and
effective cancer care communication capitalizes on
healthcare providers’ expertise and interpersonal skills to
tailor proactive, compassionate conversations with patients
within the context of a cancer care continuum.
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